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1. Some words have been removed from the text and placed in a word bank. Use the words
from the word bank to fill in the blanks in the text.

This [1]section of the worksheet has been specially designed and written to

show you what a Cloze Test worksheets look like… as you can see, they

[2]look like paragraphs of text with bits missing!

Your job is to read the text, and [3]choose the words from the word bank below

that will fill in the gaps sensibly. Use a [4]pencil to work on these, so that once

you think you’ve finished choosing words, you can read the [5]whole

passage back to yourself then rub out any answers you've decided are not quite

right after all.

You should be [6]aware that the word bank might [7]contain trick words

that are very close in spelling to the correct words- watch out for them!

A.  see B.  container C.  pencil D.  section E.  aware

F.  contain G.  worksheet H.  look I.  hole J.  pen

K.  whole L.  beware M.  choose

2. All of the full stops, commas and capital letters have been taken away from this
unfortunate piece of writing! Write all the bits of punctuation back in where they belong.
The answer bank at the end of the text shows how many bits of each type have been
removed from the text.

This section of the worksheet has been made to show you what some of the

punctuation worksheets involve.

The sharp-eyed among you will have noticed that some terribly important bits of

punctuation are missing from this paragraph... You need to work out which bits of

punctuation should go where. This can be a bit subjective so, to help you out, at the

bottom of the page you can find out how many bits of punctuation are missing.

Good luck!

A.  5 (ABC) B.  6 (.) C.  2 (,)


